A.W.R. / D.N.A.
Nobody knows watersports better than the people who
live it. Designed, engineered and handcrafted in the U.S.A.
and Australia by the same people who’ve made Malibu
the world’s number one towboat maker, Axis delivers
Malibu technology and quality with extraordinary value.
We design Axis boats with direct input from watersports
pros, the innovators and dominators of wakeboarding
and wakesurfing who help keep us on the cutting edge of
wake and wave making.

Axis boats are unique from Malibu models, sharing their
performance features in a user-friendly setting.
In every Axis model, you get the remarkable Wake Plus
Hull design and Performance Surf Package (P.S.P.) to
create the best wakes and waves on the water, bar none.
Since its founding in 2009, Axis has remained focused on
function-driven design and watersports performance.
Affordability has made Axis the choice of many looking
for the ultimate family toy. At the same time, Axis has
become the go-to brand for many stern-drive boat
owners looking for the greater safety of our V-drive
technology. In fact, more than a third of recent Axis
buyers switched from a stern-drive boat.

At Axis, we keep it simple. We focus on building performance watersports
boats at a great value. You get a boat built on the same factory lines as a
Malibu, by the same craftsmen and craftswomen, with the same quality.
You get the technology and engineering that creates world-class wakes
and surf waves. And, you get it all with exceptional value.
An Axis Wake Research boat comes from the factory ready to do whatever
you want on the water: ride, surf, ski or just cruise. Do it all with boat
models up to 24 feet long and room for up to 17 people.

Axis for 2017:
Five Rides to
Epic Watersports
Adventures
Presenting the Axis Wake Research lineup for 2017.
Five boats, five unique ways to transform a body
of water into the watersports playground of your
dreams.
The A series pickle fork design models give you
more passenger room up front for a lounge feel.
The T series models keep the look old school with
a classic bow design, but with all the cutting-edge
performance you expect from Axis.
We build both styles around the innovative Wake
Plus hull and Performance Surf Package (P.S.P.),
so you can choose your boat based on
design preference.
We’re so confident in Axis quality that we back it
with a lifetime hull warranty, along with a 5-year
comprehensive warranty for engines, trailers and
components, including upholstery. You won’t get
this from most Axis competitors.

A 20

T 22

A 22

T 23

A 24

P.S.P.

PERFORMANCE
SURF
PACKAGE

Axis Wake Research offers remarkably affordable access to
our Performance Surf Package (P.S.P.). Create your own waves
wherever and whenever you want, and control their size, length,
shape and speed.
The P.S.P. starts with the Wake Plus hull design engineered for each Axis model. Combine that with
wave generating running surfaces and customized swim platforms. Then, for a bigger wake, flip
a switch to fill the Hard-Tank Ballast system and add 800-1,000 pounds of wake-creating ballast
(depending on the model). Get the fore and aft Plug ’n’ Play ballast option to add another 1,250 pounds.
For the biggest wake you’ve ever seen, equip your Axis with the Auto-Set Wedge hydrofoil. Drop it in the
water and instantly gain another 1,000 pounds of wake-generating water displacement. In total, that’s
up to 3,800 pounds of wake-producing ballast.
Wait until you see how easy it is to turn that wake into an endless, customizable wave for surfing. Drop
the Wedge and then flip a switch to activate Surf GateTM. That’s it. The Surf Gate’s high-speed hydraulic
actuators let you quickly shift the wave from side to side for regular or goofy foot styles.
With the P.S.P. and Surf Gate, the driver can dial in the wakes and waves to make the perfect
watersports playground for any rider, every time. Here’s the big news for 2017: We’ve made the Surf
Band wrist remote available for all Axis boats. Wearing the Surf Band, the rider can control the Surf
Gate, speed and stereo volume right from the board.
Also new for 2017—a striking new dash design with glowing white 3-in-1 gauges gives the cockpit
a classic sporty look. There’s more function with a new central touch screen that integrates menu
navigation, Surf Gate controls, speed control and more. A new panel of soft-key switches puts major
controls at the driver’s fingertips, and new helm and transom remotes for the audio system let the
driver or passengers adjust the music.

A20

Nothing on the water packs as much punch into a 20-foot package as the Axis A20,
and nothing can touch its value, either. With its Wake Plus hull and standard 409
foot-pounds of torque, the A20 comes ready to shred. It’s easy to trailer and store,
yet kicks up a massive wake, especially with our available Auto-Set Wedge.
Add the hydraulic Surf Gate and you’ve got the best wave-making technology
available today.

SPECS

Our most affordable boat gives you incredible agility, plus room for
11 and lounge-like comfort thanks to the pickle fork design. Add up to
3,600 pounds of ballast with all options, including Plug ’n’ Play and the
Auto-Set Wedge. The 42-gallon tank ensures plenty of fuel for a day
on the water. Make huge, surfable waves with the optional Surf Gate
and make the water your playground. The A20 fits as easily into the
average garage as it fits into your budget.

ACCESS

AGILITY

A20

FEATURES

OPTIONS

• Interface software
• Helm

• Plug ’n’ Play ballast system
• Axis-branded drop-in coolers
• AW15 Tower Light Bar

• Windshield
• Glove box

• AW15 Tower quick release
• Drain-plug sensors
• Deckadence carpet
• 300% brighter underwater LEDs
• Gel and metal flake color options
• Surf Gate
• Auto-Set Wedge

See “Standard Packages & Options” for full information on all models.

T22

Meet the A22’s classic-look cousin. Our first Axis boat with a traditional bow design, the T22
is anything but old school. Like all current Axis models, it’s built on our renowned Wake Plus
hull design. The optimized cabin layout gives you ideal, balanced weight distribution for a
faster hole shot, less bow rise and a level ride. Excellent driver visibility enhances safety
for all. All the performance wake- and wave-making technology you expect from an
Axis is available, wrapped in a classic look with room for 15.

SPECS

The Axis T22 will show you just how roomy a 22-foot, traditionalbow watersports boat can be. With a cab-forward design, the T22
offers the largest lounge area in its class. You get seating for up to 15
and storage room for their gear, so everyone feels like a first-class
passenger. The driver, meanwhile, will feel the renowned Axis agility
and response thanks to an ideal level of water-surface feedback.
Needless to say, the wake-and-wave performance is world class with
the available Auto-Set Wedge hydrofoil and industry-first Surf Gate.

SPORTY

AGGRESSIVE

T22

FEATURES

OPTIONS

• Interface software
• Helm

• Plug ’n’ Play ballast system
• Axis-branded drop-in coolers

• Windshield
• Glove box

• AW15 Tower Light Bar
• AW15 Tower quick release
• Drain-plug sensors
• Deckadence carpet
• 300% brighter underwater LEDs
• Gel and metal flake color options
• Surf Gate
• Auto-Set Wedge

See “Standard Packages & Options” for full information on all models.

A22
The original Axis model is still delivering a wake that gives pros and bros their best set
while not breaking the bank. It’s also our best selling boat, and one reason is that its
pickle fork design gives it knockout looks and room for up to 15. That makes it a great
boat for family or friends. You won’t believe that a 22-footer could make such
mammoth wakes and waves. Credit our unequalled Wake Plus hull design and a
performance-first profile. The A22 might intimidate the competition, but it can
tailor the wake or wave for every skill level, so everyone has fun.

SPECS

From beginners to seasoned pros, Axis customers love the A22 for
its world class wake, ballast-making options and, of course, the
incomparable wave-making Surf Gate. They love it for the available
stereo with Bluetooth® and the Axis-branded drop-in coolers.
They love the boat’s rakish looks, but, mostly, they love turning
a day on the water into an epic wakeboarding or surfing event.

LENGTH
BEAM

102"/2.59m

DRAFT

27"/0.69m

SEATING CAP

15 people

WEIGHT CAP

2,115 lbs.

WEIGHT
FIERCE

TOP
SELLER

21' 11"/6.68m

FUEL CAP

4,200 lbs./1,905 kg
42 gal./159L

STD HP

350

MAX HP

550

HULL TYPE

Wake Plus

A22

FEATURES

OPTIONS

• Interface software
• Helm

• Plug ’n’ Play ballast system
• Axis-branded drop-in coolers

• Windshield
• Glove box

• AW15 Tower Light Bar
• AW15 Tower quick release
• Drain-plug sensors
• Deckadence carpet
• 300% brighter underwater LEDs
• Gel and metal flake color options
• Surf Gate
• Auto-Set Wedge

See “Standard Packages & Options” for full information on all models.

T23

The Axis T23 just might be the best value in a 23-footer in all of watersports. It’s a
traditional-bow model like the T22, but adds another 17 inches of length to give
you stretch-out, walk-around room for up to 16 people. It’s pro wake surfer Johnny
Stieg’s favorite boat, so you’re assured of killer waves. Big Monsoon power
comes standard, of course. Everything about the T23 is big, except the price.

SPECS

Our biggest traditional-bow model handles like a dream and
churns up world class wakes—and that’s even before you lower
the Auto-Set Wedge hydrofoil to make them even larger. Add the
revolutionary Surf Gate to turn those wakes into surfable waves
on either side of the boat. And remember, for the ultimate surfing
experience, you can add the amazing Surf Band wrist remote
for 2017.

DREAM
BOAT

SWEET
SPOT

T23

FEATURES

OPTIONS

• Interface software
• Helm

• Plug ’n’ Play ballast system
• Axis-branded drop-in coolers
• AW15 Tower Light Bar
• AW15 Tower quick release
• Drain-plug sensors
• Deckadence carpet
• 300% brighter underwater LEDs
• Gel and metal flake color options
• Surf Gate
•Auto-Set Wedge

• Windshield
• Glove box

See “Standard Packages & Options” for full information on all models.

A24

Meet the biggest, baddest Axis on the water. The A24 gives you plenty of room for up to 17
aboard. Its size and 3,800-pound max ballast give you huge wakes and waves, yet the
big A24 remains agile and easy to handle. The new 6.0-liter Monsoon V8 gives you all
the torque needed to push a loaded boat with ease. So go ahead, create an endless
summer for the whole family—and your friends.

SPECS

The Axis A24 is a surfing adventure waiting to happen, with room for
17 and the most storage capacity in the Axis lineup. Size matters when
it means you can carry up to 3,800 pounds of ballast, with 1,000 of
that created by the wake-boosting Auto-Set Wedge hydrofoil. You’ve
got ample power to move the whole crew easily thanks to 409 footpounds of torque from the Monsoon 6.0-liter engine. And a 70-gallon
fuel tank can keep the fun going all day.

XL

GIANT
WAKE

A24

FEATURES

OPTIONS

• Interface software
• Helm

• Plug ’n’ Play ballast system
• Axis-branded drop-in coolers
• AW15 Tower Light Bar
• AW15 Tower quick release
• Deckadence carpet

• Windshield
• Glove box

• 300% brighter underwater LEDs
• Gel and metal flake color options
• Surf Gate
• Auto-Set Wedge
See “Standard Packages & Options” for full information on all models.

@tony_carroll

Axis welcomes Tony Carroll to the team for 2017! Hailing from the farmland of central
California, Tony Carroll left Fresno for Orlando, FL, and never looked back. Known
for putting his unique style on contest passes, Tony can be seen riding, filming and
training on Clear Lake behind his A24.

TONY
CARROLL

PRO
TEAM

11/18/88
Fresno, California
Orlando, Florida
Goofy

D.O.B.
Hometown
H.Q.
Stance

Axis Wake Research, Ronix, SP Gadgets, Tommy’s

Sponsors

Ben Greenwood

Top Rider

Switch Tuck-Knee Backside 540

Top Trick

Bacalar, Mexico
Seafood

Top Venue
Top Eats

@tomfooshee

Tom Fooshee embodies everything that’s awesome about being a pro
wakeboarder. Known as “The King of Cable,” Tom’s ability behind the boat is
just mind-blowing. You can’t miss him when he’s out ripping behind his A22 at
Texas Ski Ranch in New Braunfels. A sharp wit and totally approachable, this
2010 Alliance Wakeboard Rider of the Year is another guy who just gets it and is
always fun to be around.

TOM
FOOSHEE

PRO
TEAM

10/5/84
Austin, Texas
New Braunfels, Texas
Regular & Goofy
Axis Wake Research, Liquid Force, Monster Energy,

D.O.B.
Hometown
H.Q.
Stance
Sponsors

Texas Ski Ranch, Sesitec, Texas Malibu
Raph Derome & Bob Soven

Top Rider

A Classic Pete Rose

Top Trick

Lake Dunlap & TSR, Texas
Sushi

Top Venue
Top Eats

@johnnystieg

@johnnystieg

Johnny Stieg is recognized for his fluid airs and raw, free-flowing tricks.
With his spontaneous approach, this stylish wakesurfer always keeps things
interesting. You never know what he’s going to do next. Johnny’s aggressive
approach stands in contrast to his laid-back Cali personality. He’s deeply
rooted in his California upbringing and has spent countless days surfing
every break up and down his home state’s coastline.

JOHNNY
STIEG

PRO
TEAM

6/6/87
Templeton, California
Santa Barbara, California
Regular

D.O.B.
Hometown
H.Q.
Stance

Axis Wake Research, 3DR

Sponsors

Trever Maur & Randall Harris

Top Rider

Grab-Rail Frontside 360

Top Trick

Lake Nacimiento, California
Sushi

Top Venue
Top Eats

@vandallharris

@vandallharris

Randall “The Vandall” Harris has been setting the bar for huge air and legit style
since he was 13, when a lot of riders were still “ski-boarding.” Randall founded West
Side Riders (WSR), and his skills are off the charts. He rides ten feet longer than most
pros and about five miles per hour faster, which lets him spend more time in the air
and cover huge distances. He’s taken home top prizes all over the world and snagged
Alliance Wakeboard Rider of the Year twice—something no one else can claim.

RANDALL
HARRIS

PRO
TEAM

4/23/81
Huntington Beach, California
Discovery Bay, California
Goofy
Axis Wake Research, Rockstar Energy,

D.O.B.
Hometown
H.Q.
Stance
Sponsors

Follow, Humanoid
2Pac

Top Rider

Backside 180

Top Trick

The California Delta
Mexican

Top Venue
Top Eats

Born out of the now legendary Brostock, Axis teamed up with world-famous board maker
Liquid Force to create a special edition package that turns heads everywhere. Available on
the Axis A22, A24 and T22 models, the Liquid Force Edition will make your boat the center of
attention with iconic Liquid Force graphics, gorgeous metal flake gel coat in green and a
bright white interior and tower.

TOWER

At Axis, we know the tower is an integral part of the
watersports experience, something that should have
the rider’s full trust. That’s why we make our AW15 tower
in-house. Take a close look at the AW15 and you’ll see
engineering and build quality that excels the competition.
Get it in black, white or charcoal, and choose from our
bimini designs, including an optional high-end Z5 hard
shell bimini and a surfboard bimini. New for 2017, the
optional swiveling board racks now have a high-durability
black anodized finish.

CHARCOAL

BLACK

FOR EASY STORAGE

WHITE

GO

POWER

BIG

It takes a properly ballasted watersports boat to churn
up a great wake, and it takes a high-torque engine to
move the boat smoothly at watersports speeds. For
2017, Axis moves up to new 6.0-liter Monsoon V8s with
409 foot-pounds of torque standard.
Live near the ocean? Order your Axis boat with the Salt
Resistance Performance package and you’re set to go.
From bow to stern, we installed all the enhancements
needed to give you Axis durability in a saltwater
environment. Highlights of this comprehensive
package include hydraulic steering, a freshwater
flush kit, grounding and bonding of all components
below the water line, special sealants and much
more. We believe it’s the best saltwater package in
the watersports industry, and we stand behind it.

6.0L Supercharged
* Not available on the A20.
Not available from
California dealers.

6.0L

6.0L

TORQUE

TORQUE

BIG SURF SOUND

Nothing gets the adrenaline pumping while you’re shredding like blasting
your favorite music back at the board. The optional stereo kicks out the tunes
through Wet Sounds speakers, while a new stereo black box by Medallion
adds new helm remote, Surf Gate signaling through the speakers, multizone volume control and increased water resistance. Stream from your
smartphone—just remember to leave it on the boat!

ROCK OUT

1

Premium industry-standard steel for all frame parts.

2

Jigs and fixtures used to create consistent weld and axle placement, eliminating
margin of error and ensuring axles and crossmembers are precision-placed.

3
There’s no better way to haul your Axis boat than with an Axis trailer. We hired
the best team of craftspeople in the business to custom-build trailers that
matched our boats in engineering and quality. We make Axis trailers in the same
Loudon, Tennessee, facility where we build boats and where our corporate
headquarters is located. When you buy a Axis trailer, you’re assured that your
Axis boat will fit properly and securely with no clearance issues.
You can order a customized trailer to match your Axis boat. Choose from
numerous options, including two-tone paint, Rockstar wheels, stainless steel
fenders, runway lighting and more. The highest quality materials and worldclass workmanship at every turn assures the long-term durability you expect
from Axis. That’s why we back our trailers with a 5-year limited warranty.

4

5

6

7

All trailers are produced through the same model-specific frame jig, ensuring
that frames, steps, crossmembers and axles are flat, straight and square.
That’s especially important for axle location and squareness (affecting how
well a trailer tows behind your vehicle) and crossmember/bunk-tab location
(affecting how well your boat loads on your trailer).

Fender steps are fully welded to the trailer frame. Other manufacturers use a
rubber bond at the top of the step and weld only at the bottom.
Top-quality DuPont urethane-based paints and primer used, with side-draft
paint booths, to prevent overspray on two-tone trailers and rotating carts, to
ensure excellent coverage, coat thickness and consistency.
Rear corners, where main frames meet the propeller guard, are mitered instead
of butt-welded, in order to provide better, stronger welds, improve weld
aesthetics, and negate the need for an additional plate welded to the end of
the main frame.
Tandem/tri-axle fenders have a center support brace to prevent the fender
from bowing when stepped on.

5-Year Limited Warranty
NMMA-Certified
Tubular-Steel Design
Swing Tongue
Torsion Axles w/ Vault Bearing Lubrication
Hydraulic Surge Disc Brakes, All Axles
SS Aluminum-Coated Brake Lines
14” Chrome Directional
Grand Ride Radial Trailer Tires
Surface Mount GLO-Lamp LED Brake Lamps
7-Round Tow Vehicle Plug
Waterproof Wire Harness
1,400-pound XLT Winch
Bow Safety Strap
SeaDek Non-Skid Mat
Polyurethane Bow Roller
Removable Guidepost
Prop-Guard Rollers w/ SS Roller
Detergent/Iron-Phosphate Frame Pre-Treatment
Urethane Primer
Urethane Top Coat

Alloy Wheel Upgrade
Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Chrome Directional 15" Single Axle
Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Chrome Directional 14" Tandem Axle
Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Galvanized 15" Single Axle
Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Galvanized 14" Tandem Axle
Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Alloy 15" Single Axle
Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, Alloy 14" Tandem Axle
Spare Tire Wheel Assembly, 18" XD Rockstar 2 (Tricked-Out Package Only)
Color-Match Paint
Elite Shield Trailer
Elite Shield Fenders
Galvanized Frame
Painted-Over Elite Shield Galvanized Frame

Color-Match Paint

SS Retractable Transom Straps

18" KMC Rockstar 2 Wheels
11"-Wide Fenders
Runway Lighting
5-Bar Aluminum Tread on Steps & Fenders
2-Tone Paint or Polished Stainless Steel Fenders
Stainless Retractable Transom Straps
XR84 Self-Latching Actuator

STANDARD PACKAGES & OPTIONS
STANDARD:

A20 T22 A22 T23 A24

Updated interface software
New helm
New glove box
Speed control
AW15 Tower
Livorsi Electronic Throttle (black)
Double axle
SkyBox slide seating
Above-engine warming bin w/ drain
Swivel driver’s seat
LED storage lighting
Ventless fuel-fill system
Wakebox hard-tank Hi Flo ballast system
Single Shark Fin

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OPTIONS:
ENGINE
Monsoon 410 6.0L CAT
Monsoon 450 6.0L HO CAT
Monsoon 555 6.2L/LSA Supercharged
Salt Series available

A20 T22 A22 T23

•
•

A24

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

TOWER
AW15 Tower Light Bar
AW15 Tower quick release
Colors: black, white or charcoal
Bimini w/ rope storage
Z5 cargo rack
Surf bimini w/ rope storage
Fixed board racks
Swivel board racks
Tower mirror bracket only color bracket
(black, white or charcoal)
PTM 140° panoramic mirror

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

PERFORMANCE
Axis Surf Gate with Surf Band
Zero Off GPS Speed Control
Upgraded Plug ’n’ Play ballast system
Auto-Set Wedge
Standard
High-Altitude/Torque prop
Surf Pipe

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STEREO
Sound Pack I
Sound Pack II
Sound Pack III
Bluetooth
Transom Remote
Stereo with Bluetooth

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

OPTIONS:
SAFETY, COMFORT & CONVENIENCE
Deckadence carpet
Battery charger
Under-seat LED lights: red, white or blue
Transom Underwater lighting
Drop-in cooler
Axis-branded drop-in Igloo cooler
Pull-up cleats
Flip-up bolster seats
Chillax Cockpit Flip Up Seat
2-outlet heater
3-outlet heater
Dual heater with accordion hoses
Non-skid deck traction
PTM 140° panoramic mirror (windshield)
Stainless steel cup holders

MISC
Auto fire extinguisher
Docking lights
Depth finder
Custom cover
(Great Lakes or Commercial Sewing)
Dual battery switch
Ski pylon
Second Shark Fin
*tricked-out trailer option for all models

A20 T22 A22 T23 A24

•
•
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•
•
•

•
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•
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•
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•
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•
•
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•
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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GARAGE SPECS

PACKAGES

COLOR OPTIONS

A20:
• Total height on trailer, tower folded down - 6' 10"
• Total width on trailer at guide posts - 8' 6"
• Total length with platform removed, wedge down
and trailer tongue folded - 20' 8"
• Total length with platform removed, wedge down
and trailer tongue folded w/ Surf Gate - 21' 6"
• Total length with platform installed and trailer
tongue folded - 22' 3"

VANDALL EDITION
Available on A24 only; see “Vandall” for
more information

LIGHT GRAPHITE

T22:
• Total height on trailer, tower folded down - 6' 9"
• Total width on trailer at guide posts - 9'
• Total length with platform removed, wedge down
and trailer tongue folded - 23' 4"
• Total length with platform removed, wedge down
and trailer tongue folded w/ Surf Gate - 23' 11"
• Total length with platform installed and trailer
tongue folded - 25'
A22:
• Total height on trailer, tower folded down - 7' 1"
• Total width on trailer at guide posts - 8' 11"
• Total length with platform removed, wedge down
and trailer tongue folded - 22' 9"
• Total length with platform removed, wedge down
and trailer tongue folded w/ Surf Gate - 23' 3"
• Total length with platform installed and trailer
tongue folded - 24' 6"
T23:
• Total height on trailer, tower folded down - 7' 6"
• Total width on trailer at guide posts - 9'
• Total length with platform removed, wedge down
and trailer tongue folded - 24' 6"
• Total length with platform removed, wedge down
and trailer tongue folded w/ Surf Gate - 24' 10"
• Total length with platform installed and trailer
tongue folded - 25' 11"
A24:
• Total height on trailer, tower folded down - 6' 10"
• Total width on trailer at guide posts - 8' 11"
• Total length with platform removed, wedge down
and trailer tongue folded - 25' 2"
• Total length with platform removed, wedge down
and trailer tongue folded w/ Surf Gate - 25' 9"
• Total length with platform installed and trailer
tongue folded - 27' 4"

LIQUID FORCE EDITION
Not available on A20; see “Liquid Force” for
more information

SUNNY
SUMMER YELLOW

HOT ORANGE

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydraulic steering
Freshwater flush kit
Stainless steel gas shocks
Anodized seat-base slide assembly
Warming bin that drains to bilge
Anodized or stainless steel pylon
Grounding and bonding of all
components below water line
Sacrificial anodes
CRC and silicone sealant on all
relevant components
Harnesses and fasteners built for
maximum corrosion resistance
Dripless shaft seal
SRP badging
Wash-down tank (n/w with Plug ‘n’ Play Ballast)

TRICKED-OUT TRAILER PACKAGE
• Color Match Paint (metallic available)
• 18” KMC Rockstar 2 Wheels with
paintable inserts
•
•
•
•
•
•

11” Wide Fenders
Axis Wake Runway Lighting (color choice)
5-Bar Aluminum Tread on Steps and Fenders
2-Tone Paint or Polished Stainless Fenders
Stainless Retractable Transom Straps
XR84 Self-Latching Actuator

HOT ORANGE METAL FLAKE

CHARCOAL METAL FLAKE
WHITE

CHARCOAL

REUBEN
RED METAL FLAKE

SALT RESISTANCE PACKAGE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

METALLICS

DRIFTWOOD

INDY RED

VAPOR BLUE

SANDSTONE

MOONBEAM

AXIS GREEN

DARK BLUE METAL FLAKE

SILVER METAL FLAKE

AXIS GREEN METAL FLAKE
DARK BLUE

EBONY

MIDNIGHT BLUE
BLUE METAL FLAKE

SUNNY SUMMER YELLOW METAL FLAKE

GRAPHIC OPTIONS
STANDARD

LIQUID FORCE EDITION

BLACK METAL FLAKE

PURPLE METAL FLAKE

PINK DIAMOND METAL FLAKE

WHITE DIAMOND METAL FLAKE

Call (865) 458-5478 or email research@axiswake.com to schedule a tour of our Loudon,
Tennessee, factory—the global headquarters for Malibu Boats and Axis Wake
Research. We’d love to show you around.
In a state-of-the-art facility on the banks of the beautiful Tennessee River—our
primary testing waters—Axis boats are built right alongside our Malibu models
by the same people, using the same processes and materials. You can walk the
production lines with us and see the incredible artisanal craftsmanship that
goes into every Axis, step by step. From the casting of performance hulls to
the polishing of tower speakers, it’s all centered on you.

Tennessee/Global Headquarters
5075 Kimberly Way, Loudon, TN 37774
(865) 458-5478

California
One Malibu Court, Merced, CA 95341
(209) 383-7469

Australia
813 Hope Court, Albury, N.S.W. 2640
(02) 6040-1174
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YOU

@AXISWAKE

/AXISWAKEFAN

@AXISWAKE

/AXISWAKE.COM

